The Asia PKI Symposium 2019 - Cyber Security & Public Key Infrastructure was successfully held on 5th December 2019 in Mumbai, India.

This event was organized by India PKI Forum. The symposium provided a forum for leaders and specialists across the world to present and discuss knowledge on Cyber Security & Public Key Infrastructure in their respective countries.
Welcome Note by Mr. Vijay Kumar, Secretariat, Asia PKI Consortium

Opening Address by Mr. Srinivasan, Chairman, Asia PKI Consortium

Key Note Address by Mrs. Junu Rani Das Kailay, Controller of Certifying Authorities, Government of India

Topic covered Global Acceptance of EU Trust Services by Mr. Olivier Delos, ETSI – Electronic Signatures & Infrastructure, Europe

Topic covered PKI Frameworks & Use Cases in the Arab and African regions by Ms. Nada Laabid, Arab-African e-Certification Authorities Network Arab Information & Communication Technologies
Topic covered Trust between the national PKI in the CIS member states by Ms. Ekaterina Silantieva, PKI-Forum Russia, Russia

Topic covered Digitizing a Nation: Technology is only one piece of the puzzle by Mr. Scott Rea, Digital Trust, UAE

Topic covered Saudi Arabian PKI eco system by Mr. Meshal Alshahrani, National Center for Digital Certification (NCDC), Saudi Arabia

Topic covered Securing Banking ecosystem through PKI by Mr. Parthasarathi P, (India PKI Forum), CTO, IDRBT

Cont....

Topic covered Digital Signature on Electronic Bill of Lading: Case of Islamic Republic of Iran, Mr. Ali Rahbari, (Vice Chair, Asia PKI Consortium), Head of ICECD, Iran